
 

 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

The objective of the project “Implementing Serious Games
in Entrepreneurship Education” (ISGEE) is to foster the
development of entrepreneurship and digital
competences in Higher Education. We will do so by
developing a serious game application, titled Entrepoly.
Entrepoly is an open access, modularly structured digital
serious game; with dynamically adjustable content to
match the specific educational requirements to
entrepreneurial learning. In its essence, Entrepoly is a role-
playing game (RPG) that consists of different modules and
tasks relevant in HEI (Higher Education Institutions)
classroom environments.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
EDUCATION AND
GAMIFICATION

The methodology of the currently developed new serious game
'Entrepoly' relies on two innovative frameworks, namely the
European Entrepreneurship Competence Framework (EntreComp)
and the European Digital Competence Framework. In serious games,
many of the entrepreneurial competences outlined in EntreComp
become relevant as the outcomes of user-interactions are planned
during the game-design phase.

Entrepoly can prove to be useful in developing and assembling
links between EntreComp framework and serious game elements
related to entrepreneurship education.

Why is gamification necessary?  

One house in Entrepoly focuses on
the broader definition of
entrepreneurship and tries to link
all entrepreneurial competences
from EntreComp into a single
house. 

Gamification is "the use of
game design elements and
game mechanics in non-game
contexts", while serious games
are considered to be the tools
of gamification, as they are
defined as “games (that) have
been developed for the broader
purposes of training and
behavior change in business,
industry, marketing, healthcare
and government NGOs as well
as in education”.

Previous gamification
initiatives in higher education
and in the education of
entrepreneurship seemed to be
effective and have positive
learning outcomes, as serious
games positively affect
knowledge acquisition and
understanding, perceptual and
cognitive skills, behavior,
motor skills and soft skills.  



ENTREPOLY
A new customizable
serious game

Online interface
Different settings available
Interactive tasks
Points and rewards
Feedback for player 

Online interface
Teaching platform
Customizable houses
Customizable list of
students
Tracking student progress

FOR STUDENTS
Game features include:

FOR EDUCATORS
Game features include:

It's much more than just an
online game, it is an online
bridge between students and
teachers.  

'Entrepoly' is an open-access, modularly structured
serious e-game with dynamically adjustable
content to match the specific educational

requirements.



INTERESTED IN
MORE?

If you are interested in trying any of Entrepoly’s houses, or you
are up to customizing your own, do not hesitate to visit our

webpage, where you have got the possibility to do so:

CONTACT US FOR
MORE INFORMATION

University of Szeged

13 Dugonics square, Szeged,

H-6720, Hungary

+36-30-370-8131

szabolcs.pronay@isgee.eu 

www.isgee.eu

ISGEE

@isgeeproject

@ISGEEsite

https://isgee.eu

http://www.isgee.eu/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/isgee/about/
https://www.facebook.com/isgeeproject/
https://twitter.com/ISGEEsite
https://isgee.eu/


LET'S GAMIFY
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
EDUCATION!
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